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Abstract— Globally coupled maps can exhibit in-
teresting dynamics. We construct stable cluster states,
for which the variables divide into two separately syn-
chronized populations. These stable states coexist
with stable synchronized states and explain some ob-
servations in the literature.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Globally coupled maps have been used to model
dynamics in a variety of physical, chemical and bio-
logical applications, see [11] for a brief account. The
dynamics is defined onN sites labelled byk, so at
sitek the system is in statexn(k) at timen, which is
taken to be discrete. At each site the time evolution of
xn(k) depends on a local map,f , which is the same
for each site, and a coupling term which determines
how the state of one site is affected by the states of
the other sites. In the literature, coupling via the aver-
age off(xn(k)), fn = 1

N

∑
j f(xn(j)), is frequently

used [9], [10], [11], [12], giving the equations

xn+1(k) = f(xn(k)) + ε
(
fn − f(xn(k))

)
(1)

k = 1, . . . , N , for the real state variablesxn(k).
There is a growing literature on the complicated dy-
namics which such systems may support. The sym-
metries of (3) imply that if all the states take the same
value, i.e. if they are synchronized, then they remain
synchronized and the dynamics is determined by the
dynamics of the local map,f . Much of the analysis is
concerned with blowout bifurcations of the synchro-
nized state [1], [2], [9]. Here different orbits in a syn-
chronized chaotic state can have different transverse
stability properties and there is a cascade of loss of
transverse stability asε varies leading, in the supercrit-
ical case, to riddled basins of attraction and then loss
of stability for the synchronized state. More recently
the existence and stability of cluster states has been in-
vestigated [10], [11], [12]. In the simplest such states

(two cluster states) the variablesx(k) divide into two
sets, one of sizem and the otherN −m, and each set
of variables is synchronized independent of the other,
i.e. after a possible relabelling of the variables

x(1) = x(2) = . . . = x(m) = y
x(m + 1) = . . . = x(N) = z

(2)

In this note we will study the stability of cluster
states in a generalization of (1). Given a smooth real
function g (called thecoupling map) with g(0) = 0
we consider maps of the form

xn+1(k) = f(xn(k)) + g
(
fn − f(xn(k))

)
(3)

k = 1, . . . , N . The conditiong(0) = 0 implies that
synchronized states exist and evolve according to the
local map. This generalization is analogous to that
used by Banaji [3], [4] in the consideration of maps
coupled via the average ofxn(k) rather than the av-
erage off(xn(k)). The standard equation(1) corre-
sponds to the choiceg(x) = εx. Substituting (2) into
(3) we see that the two cluster property (2) is invariant
under the map and

yn+1 = f(yn) + g ((1− p)[f(zn)− f(yn)])
zn+1 = f(zn) + g (p[f(yn)− f(zn)])

(4)

wherep = m
N . Following [3], [5], [12] we shall con-

siderp as a continuous parameter although only ratio-
nal values are relevant to finite dimensional problems.
If p is small, so most state variables are synchronized
with thez variable, then the cluster state is said to be
asymmetric, and it is these asymmetric cluster states
which concern us here.

Popovych et al [12] make three key observations
about two cluster solutions of (1) whenp is small and
the local map is the logistic map,f(x) = rx(1 − x).
First, that the behaviour of the variabley in (4) looks
almost as though it comes from a one-dimensional
map as parameters are varied. In particular, the or-
der of appearance of stable states as the parameter



µ of the local map varies reflects the standard one-
deimensional order of the logistic map. Secondly, that
the asymmetric two cluster states can appear before
the loss of stability of synchronized states. Popovych
et al [12] concentrate on parameter values for which
(or close to which) there is a stable synchronized state
with period three, and their third contribution is a de-
tailed numerical study of the bifurcations in the two
cluster equation for such parameters. Our analysis
throws some light on these observations in a special
case of (3).

II. A HIERARCHY OF EQUATIONS

The first two equations of the hierarchy are the full
system (3) and the cluster equations (4). Note that the
cluster equations represent the motion on an invariant
subspace of the full system, and that the stability of
a solution to (4) in its two dimensional phase space
does not implya priori anything about the stability
of the invariant subspace for the full equations. Our
next equation is obtained by lettingp → 0 in (4), the
asymmetric cluster state limit.

yn+1 = f(yn) + g(f(zn)− f(yn))
zn+1 = f(zn)

(5)

This map has the structure of a skew product: the
z variable evolves independently of they variable,
whilst the dynamics of they variable depends on both
states. The final, and simplest, map in the hierarchy is
the local map:

zn+1 = f(zn) (6)

Equations (3), (4), (5) and (6) represent a hierarchy of
simplifications. Starting with the fullN−dimensional
system (3) we move down to the two-dimensional two
cluster equations (4), which are exact equations on an
invariant manifold of (3). In the asymmetric cluster
limit these equations give the simpler skew product
equations (5) and moving one further step down in
complexity we find the local map equation (6) which
is both the driving equation for the skew product and
the equation on the fully synchronized subspace of the
original equations (3).

In the next section we show how stability properties
of some solutions of simple equations in this hierarchy
are inherited by corresponding solutions in the next
step up the hierarchy.

III. STABILITY : REDUCED EQUATIONS

Suppose that the local map has an stable fixed point
w∗ with a = |f ′(w∗)| < 1. Then the full system
(3) has a synchronized state withx(k) = w∗, k =

1, . . . , N , and the linearization about this solution has
eigenvaluesf ′(w∗) and (1 − g′(0))f ′(w∗), with the
latter eigenvalue repeatedN − 1 times [3], [6], [8].
Hence this simple synchronized state is linearly stable
provided

−a−1 + 1 < g′(0) < a−1 + 1, a < 1 (7)

Suppose thatg′(0) lies in this range, and consider the
limiting asymmetric cluster state equation (5) with the
second (z) variable equal tow∗, which is attracting. In
this case the first variable,y, evolves as:

yn+1 = f(yn) + g(w∗ − f(yn)) (8)

sincef(w∗) = w∗. So the dynamics is determined by
the local map plus a second function, and in particular
it is a one-dimensional map. Now suppose that a set of
points{u1, . . . , uq} is a linearly stable periodic orbit
of (8), then if (7) is satisfied,

{(u1, w
∗), (u2, w

∗), . . . , (uq, w
∗)} (9)

is a linearly stable periodic orbit of (5) and by stan-
dard hyperbolicity results (see for example [7]) any
sufficiently small perturbation of (5) will also have a
linearly stable periodic orbit of periodq. In particular,
if p is sufficiently small the exact two cluster equation
(4) is close to the asymmertric cluster limit (5) and so
will have a linearly stable periodic orbit of periodq
with coordinates close to those of (9):

{(v1, w1), (v2, w2), . . . , (vq, wq)} (10)

where thevk are close touk andwk are close tow∗.
This establishes the first part of our result:

If (7) is satisfied and (8) has a linearly stable periodic
orbit of periodq, then for allp sufficiently small there
is a linearly stable orbit of periodq for the two cluster
equations (4).

Note that Popovych et al [12] remark on the fact
that the order of appearance of asymmetric two cluster
periodic orbits in simulations seems to mimic the one-
dimensional Sharkovskii order. This result explains
why this might be the case in some related systems: if
the synchronized fixed point is stable then for smallp
the one-dimensional equation (8) determines at least
some of the stable periodic orbits of the two cluster
equations.

In the next section a more precise statement about
stability conditions will be needed. The condition for
linear stability of (9) in (5) is

q∏

i=1

|(1− g′(w∗ − ui+1))f ′(ui)| < 1, |f ′(w∗)| < 1

(11)



whereuq+1 = u1. To investigate the stability of (10)
in (4) setyn = vn + ξn andzn = wn + ηn. Here and
below we interpret the subscriptn periodically on the
periodic orbit, sovr = vq+r andwr = wq+r. Setting

∆p
n = (1− p)g′((1− p)(wn+1 − vn+1)) (12)

andδn = g′(p(vn+1 − wn+1)) these linearized equa-
tions, obtained by substituting into (4) and retaining
only terms linear inξ andη, are

ξn+1 = (1−∆p
n)f ′(vn)ξn + ∆p

nf ′(wn)ηn

ηn+1 = pδnf ′(vn)ξn + (1− pδn)f ′(wn)ηn

(13)
and the assumption of linear stability implies that
(ξn, ηn) → (0, 0) asn → ∞. If the Jacobian ma-
trix of (13) is Jn then the exact condition for linear
stability is that all the eigenvalues ofJqJq−1 . . . J1 lie
inside the unit circle. Ignoring terms of orderp this is
just

q∏

k=1

|(1−∆0
k)f

′(vk)| < 1,
q∏

k=1

|f ′(wk)| < 1 (14)

Although these conditions are not sufficient for linear
stability we shall assume that they hold on the periodic
orbit (10), and indeed, for sufficiently smallp, vn is
close toun andwn close tow∗ and so (14) holds by
continuity.

IV. STABILITY : FULL EQUATIONS

Of course, stability in the reduced equations need
not imply stability in the full equations, (3). It is there-
fore somewhat surprising that there is a close relation-
ship between the two in the asymmetric limit. If (7)
is satisfied there is a stable synchronized fixed point
with all states equal to a constant,w∗. In addition, if
(8) has a stable periodic orbit of periodq andp is suf-
ficiently small then there is a stable two cluster state
(10) in whichm of the state variables are close to the
periodic orbit of (8) andN −m are close tow∗; note
thatp = m

N , and in particular,N must be large enough
so that the hyperbolicity results used in section III can
be applied.

The exact asymmetric two cluster solution, after re-
labelling the variables if necessary, is

xn(1) = xn(2) = . . . = xn(m) = vn

xn(m + 1) = . . . = xn(N) = wn
(15)

with p = m
N ¿ 1. To linearize about this solution set

xn(j) = vn + ξn(j), j = 1, . . . , m;
xn(m + k) = wn + ηn(k), k = 1, . . . , N −m

(16)

where the variablesη and ξ are small. Substitut-
ing into the full equations (3) and using the fact that
(vn, wn) is a solution of (4) the linearized equations
are

ξn+1(i) = (1−∆0
n)f ′(vn)ξn(i)

+ ∆0
n

N

(
f ′(vn)

∑
j ξn(j) + f ′(wn)

∑
k ηn(k)

)

ηn+1(`) = (1− δn)f ′(wn)ηn(`)
+ δn

N

(
f ′(vn)

∑
j ξn(j) + f ′(wn)

∑
k ηn(k)

)

i = 1, . . . , m; ` = 1, . . . , N −m
(17)

To show thatξn(i) andηn(`) tend to zero asn tends
to infinity it is enough to show that this is true inN
independent invariant directions (corresponding toN
eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix with eigenvalues
of modulus less than one). Following [6] we choose
the firstN −m− 1 independent choices given by by
definingη1(`) = −η1(` + 1) for ` ∈ {1, . . . , N −
m− 1} (and all the other variables equal to zero), for
which the eigenvalue is

(1− g′(wn+1 − vn+1))f ′(vn) + O(p) (18)

and by our assumptions (14) this gives a stable direc-
tion. Similarly there arem − 1 independent choices
(i = 1, . . . , m − 1) with ξ1(i) = −ξ1(i + 1), and the
other variables equal to zero. In this case the eigen-
value is

f ′(wn) + O(p) (19)

which also gives a stable direction by the assumptions
(14) on theq periodic orbit(wn, vn).

This deals withN − 2 independent directions, the
remaining two correspond to the stability of the pe-
riodic orbit in the two cluster equation, which is ob-
tained by settingξn(j) = ξn andηn(k) = ηn. The
linearized equations are now just the linearization re-
stricted to the two cluster subspace which is stable by
assumption. We have therefore describedN indepen-
dent stable directions, establishing the linear stabil-
ity of the two cluster solution in the full equation (3).
This gives our second result:

Under the assumptions of section III, if the synchro-
nized fixed point is stable and a stable two cluster so-
lution of (5) exists with periodq, then for all p suf-
ficiently small the corresponding two cluster state is
stable in the full equations (3).

Note that for fixedN , the smallestp that can be
realized is 1

N , and that our result demonstrates that
parameter regions in which stable synchronized states
and stable cluster states coexist can be expected in the
full equations.
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Fig. 1. Non-trivial attractor of (22) as a function ofε with
−1.8 < ε < 0 on the horizontal axis.

V. A N EXAMPLE

The example of Popovych et al [12] does not give
interesting results in the fixed point region discussed
here, although it is possible that the techniques out-
lined above could be adapted to explain results in the
periodic regime for their example . On the other hand,
other simple choices of the local map do give interest-
ing results. We shall consider the case

f(x) = 1− cosx g(x) = εx (20)

This is a standard choice forg, but the local mapf has
a superstable fixed point atx = 0, which will play the
role of w∗, and all orbits tend to this point. Note that
f is part of the family of mapsfλ(x) = λ(1− cosx).
These maps do have interesting dynamics:x = 0 is
always superstable, but the full range of unimodal be-
haviour can coexist with this trivial orbit. The full
equations are

xn+1(k) = 1− cosxn(k)
+ ε

N

∑N
j=1[cosxn(j)− cosxn(k)]

(21)
k = 1, . . . , N , and (8) becomes

yn+1 = (1− ε)(1− cos yn) (22)

As ε varies this can have the full range of behaviour
exhibited byfλ. This is shown in Figure 1 forε in the
range(−1.8, 0).

The theoretical work of previous sections shows
that any of the non-trivial periodic attractors of this
map in the region belowε ≈ 0.4 should give rise to
stable asymmetric two cluster states. To test this the
full system (21) was simulated withN = 500 and two
values ofε: ε = −1.1 for which (22) has a stable orbit
of period two,ε = −1.7 which is in the chaotic region.
For initial conditionsx1(k) = 0.01, k = 1, . . . , 499
and x1(500) = 4.3 the system quickly settled into
a two cluster state with the first 499 states synchro-
nized very close to zero, and last state either period

two (ε = −1.1) or apparently chaotic (ε = −1.7).
Although this chaotic region is not covered, strictly
speaking, by the analysis presented here, it is not a
great deal of trouble to extend the results to this case.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have shown how to create asymmetric cluster
states which are stable in the full equations and which
coexist with stable synchronized fixed point states. It
is hoped that this style of argument can be applied to a
greater range of behaviour and systems by generaliz-
ing to the case of stable periodic synchronized states.
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